
Industry-leading ExcelOne® Carbonless Sheets from Pixelle 
Specialty Solutions® is the premier carbonless paper designed 
to run on offset and digital equipment. It offers unparalleled 
runnability and performance on offset presses, high-speed 
copiers, digital duplicators and other digital equipment.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE  
CARBONLESS

Excellent bulk, stiffness, tear and tensile strength 

Designed for offset and digital equipment

Deep, intense black image 

Image guaranteed through five plies



All grades are available as chain-of-custody certified under these forestry certification programs. 
Call Customer Service for more details on certified products. 

Contact your sales representative or 
call us at Pixelle. 
1-800-458-6323  |  www.Pixelle.com
CustomerService@Pixelle.com

TO PLACE AN ORDER

We have the broadest service offering of 
forms-purposed papers in North America 
and a robust inventory program across 
four warehouses. This regional network 
allows us to ship to over 90% of the U.S. 
with 48-hour shipping service available.

AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE!
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ExcelOne carbonless sheets  are designed to run on your offset and digital forms equipment. ExcelOne  
has a high fiber content and less filler, giving it excellent bulk, stiffness, tear strength and tensile strength. 
With a basis weight of 21 lb., this paper has superior runnability.

ExcelOne Snap-Set®. Ideal for snap-set or unit-set forms, our pre-perforated, pre-collated forms are perfed  
a half inch from the top edge or side, eliminating the need for a separate operation. 

Optica® self-contained carbonless. We also developed a self-contained, two-coat technology that prevents 
smudges in multi-ply forms. It is ideal for specialty forms, credit card receipts and multi-part business forms.

EXCELONE ® CARBONLESS

BASIS WEIGHT GSM BRIGHTNESS OPACITY CALIPER SMOOTHNESS APPLICATIONS

21 lb. 79 90 87 4.3 150 Offset & Digital

NatureSolv®. NatureSolv is a proprietary 
technology that uses naturally based, 
organic solvents to create a capsule that is 
environmentally responsible.

Credits available. FSC®, SFI® or PEFC chain of 
custody credits available upon request. 

CleanPress® CF. Pixelle’s CleanPress CF 
technology ensures our CF ply runs cleaner to 
minimize blanket dusting so you can run longer.

Extensive PCW options. All of our 
carbonless products are available with Post 
Consumer Waste (PCW) content in any 
ratio of 10% increments. May be subject to 
minimum order quantity requirements.

SUSTAINABLE CARBONLESS
Our Fan-Apart Adhesive is specially formulated 
for ExcelOne and Xcelerator® PLUS carbonless 
sheets. Our adhesive enables glued sets to be 
ready for use in as little as 30 minutes.

Watch and learn how to edge-pad like a pro. 
To watch the video, visit the video resources page 
on our website:

   Pixelle.com/video-resources

FAN-APART ADHESIVE


